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Cool Careers in Some of America’s Coolest Places
It’s one thing to read about cool careers that other people do. It’s another thing to imagine yourself
right there in the middle of all the action!
Choose a Career Adventure weaves “you are there” stories around high-profile careers that
many middle grade readers are sure to declare “awesome.” Each chapter provides an up close
and personal look at what it takes to succeed in some of America’s most admired professions.
Interactive elements and relevant web links provide real world connections and encourage big
dreams – and realistic preparation.
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Choose a Career Adventure • 8 titles

978-1-63471-897-4

$167.60

978-1-63472-631-3

$79.60

Choose a Career Adventure - Broadway

978-1-63471-909-4

$20.95

978-1-63471-955-1

$9.95

Choose a Career Adventure - Cruise Ship

978-1-63471-910-0

$20.95

978-1-63471-956-8

$9.95

Choose a Career Adventure - Hollywood

978-1-63471-911-7

$20.95

978-1-63471-957-5

$9.95

Choose a Career Adventure - Military

978-1-63471-912-4

$20.95

978-1-63471-958-2

$9.95

Choose a Career Adventure - NASA

978-1-63471-913-1

$20.95

978-1-63471-959-9

$9.95

Choose a Career Adventure - Olympics

978-1-63471-914-8

$20.95

978-1-63471-960-5

$9.95

Choose a Career Adventure - Super Bowl
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Story-based vignettes create “you-are-there” problem-solving
scenarios and add relevant, contextual learning opportunities.

Now, years later, you are

You are sitting in the cockpit of an F-22 Raptor fighter jet

runway and getting ready

waiting for clearance to take off. You are an Air Force pilot

to lead a flight test sortie

assigned to the Air Force Weapons School at Nellis Air Force

of four F-22s. The other

Base in Nevada. Your job is to train the trainers who teach elite

pilots are instructors you

pilots to fly one of the most advanced fighter aircraft in the

have spent months training.

world. It goes without saying that you are one of the best pilots

They are tough, well-prepared,

the Air Force has to offer.

and totally focused on the mission

The F-22s are known for speed and stealth. They can travel at

at hand—just like you. That’s a good

taking your place on the

Readers can choose a single title
of interest or schools can use the
entire series as part of a robust
career education curriculum:

thing since you will be flying at speeds of
more than 1,000 miles (1,609 kilometers) per hour

be flown night or day in all types of weather at altitudes of up
to 65,000 feet (19,812 meters). This fighter is armed with heat-

in tight formation. One false move and you are toast.

seeking missiles, radar-guided missiles, and radar-guided bombs.

As flight commander, you aim for a completely successful mission. Your

F-22 Rapors can perform both air-to-air and air-to-ground

team has poured over flight plans and practiced on flight simulators.

missions. In other words, you do not want to mess with this jet

You all know what to expect from beginning to end. You have also

anytime or anywhere.

prepared for many emergency situations—just in case. Throughout the

Top Gun Training

flight your radio commands will guide your wingman and the other
pilots through every maneuver.

The only crew aboard this very expensive aircraft is you—a well-

You are confident that your students are ready to train combat mission-

trained pilot. Your training began as a cadet at the U.S. Air Force

ready pilots to fly the world’s most powerful—and expensive—fighter

Academy in Colorado Springs, Colorado. After graduating as an

jets. You have the right stuff! Now it’s time to prove it.

Air Force officer, it was on to flight training, assignments in this
country and overseas, more training, and lots of time in the air.
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Interactive
Creative thinking and inquiry-based activities add interest and
action to each chapter.
Your Intergalactic Chef Career
Adventure Starts Here

MARS ROVER
DRIVER

Use your Internet search skills to find out more about the following:
The history of food in space from Tang! to Space Food Sticks
Meals Ready to Eat (MREs)

Drivers wanted for Mars Exploration Rover.

The first pizza delivery to the International Space Station

Driver’s license not required, but experience

Try It!

driving remote-control cars and playing lots

What’s on Your Space Menu?

150 million miles (241 million km) away

Imagine you’re chowing down up in space. What kinds of foods would

on the planet Mars. All driving done from a

you want to eat if you were far, far from home? Make a list of your top 10

sophisticated, remote-control station on Earth.

food choices. Then think about the five big rules a NASA chef must follow.

Scientifically-minded candidate looking for a

of video games useful. Vehicle is located

long-distance adventure preferred.

Which foods would make the cut? And remember: no crumbs!

Think to the Future
Astronauts plan their meals months in advance. If they can do it, so can

Find the latest news

you. Take a calendar and try planning what you will eat for a month. Write

about NASA’s Mars

down what foods you think you might like to eat on, say, Tuesday three

Exploration Rover

weeks from now. Include in your meal plans healthful foods that will

Mission at mars.nasa.

energize you, and also vow to try new cuisines!

gov/mer/home.

• Want to explore a career as a
Mission Control Operator instead?
Go to page 17.
• Rather consider other choices?
Return to page 4.

All titles are available through your
favorite book distributor or directly
through Cherry Lake Publishing
(www.cherrylakepublishing.com).
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CaCA: Broadway
CaCA: Cruise Ship
CaCA: Hollywood
CaCA: Military
CaCA: NASA
CaCA: Olympics
CaCA: Super Bowl
CaCA: White House

Download your free teacher guide
at brightfuturespress.com!

• Ready to take on this challenge?
Turn to page 14.
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The Choose a Career Adventure
series is part of a collection
of creative career exploration
resources for students in grades
4-7 offered by Bright Futures Press.

Explore It!
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Adaptable for library and
classroom use

Up, Up, and Away!

twice the speed of sound and are hard to spot on radar. They can

A
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Inspiring
Interactive table of contents and creative writing prompts
encourage students to make personally relevant choices and
imagine themselves someday having a dream job of their own.
NTENTS
TABLE OF CO
If you want to...

Go to page...

Thrill fans in the stands and
at home

Halftime Show
Producer

Call the right plays to win
the game

Head Coach

9

Take home a MVP trophy

Quarterback

13

Tell stories of victory and defeat

Sports Reporter

5

N CAREER
WRITE A FU
ADVENT URE

WRITE A
FUN CAREER
ADVENTURE

You just read about six awesome Olympics careers:

17

Make sure players are safe
and healthy

Sports Trainer

21

Bring excitement and energy
to the broadcast

TV Announcer

25

Imagine a winning career at the
Super Bowl

Write a Fun Career
Adventure

29

Get some help with tricky words

Glossary

31

Locate specific information in
this book

Index
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• Graphic designer

• National team director

• Gymnast

• Venue director

• Ice hockey player

• Volunteer director

Which is your favorite? Pick one, and imagine what it would be like to do that
job. Now write a fun career adventure!

Go online to download free activity sheets at
www.cherrylakepublishing.com/activities.
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Attention,
Adventurer s!

Please do NOT write
in
book if it is not yours. this
Use a
separate piece of
paper.

Diane Lindsey Reeves
919-637-0194
dreeves@brightfuturespress.com

